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Striking Through Cancer at the Insperity Invitational
3 p.m. May 2
The Woodlands Country Club Tournament Course
HOUSTON Volunteers, spectators and Champions Tour players will have an opportunity to strike
through cancer — literally — at an interactive booth presented by The University of Texas
MD Anderson Cancer Center, a sponsor of the Insperity Invitational at The Woodlands Country Club
Tournament Course.
At the Strike Through Cancer Art Wall, which spans 12 feet long and 8 feet high near the 17th hole,
cancer survivors, Insperity Invitational volunteers and players will show their support to end cancer by
coloring in red within the outline of the institution’s symbolic “strike through cancer” logo and adding
their personal messages.
Capture the action as the iconic red line grows with signatures illustrating commitment to Making Cancer
History®. The installation will be open to the public throughout the tournament to send a message of hope
and inspiration for cancer patients and their loved ones.

The PGA TOUR must credential all media. Go to www.insperityinvitational.com/media by April 30
to receive your pass and parking instructions.

About MD Anderson
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston ranks as one of the world's most respected centers
focused on cancer patient care, research, education and prevention. MD Anderson is one of only 41 comprehensive
cancer centers designated by the National Cancer Institute. For 10 of the past 12 years, including 2013,
MD Anderson has ranked No. 1 in cancer care in “Best Hospitals,” a survey published annually in U.S. News &
World Report. MD Anderson receives a cancer center support grant from the National Cancer Institute of the
National Institutes of Health (P30 CA016672).
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